Alone in Majesty is a study of the Attributes of God. It is not an exhaustive study, it is not intended to be. It is a clear, concise, reverent, scriptural, and worship-producing collection of brief meditations on God. While these are meditations, they are based firmly upon truth revealed in the Scriptures. There are students of the Word who make this known by their use of technical language and in-depth analysis. William MacDonald was no mean student of the Word, but the sole result of reading this volume will not be occupation with the gifts of the author but with the God he has so beautiful Alone in Majesty book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. In Alone in Majesty William MacDonald explores God's characteristics—those unique to Him and those shared with humanity. With this in-depth Bible study you will gain greater knowledge of God's attributes and cultivate the attributes you share with God in your daily Christian life. MacDonald, known for thorough research and understandable language, explains that with serious study of God's attributes, you can develop a more trusting, sincere, and faithful relationship with Him. As you delve deeper in your study, you will be encouraged to worship God more sincerely, to trust Him m